
TOILET LIFT SEAT



 ADJUSTABLE: The seat can be stopped in 
any position you want between the minimum and 
the maximum height allowed. The arms (standard 
supplied) can be reclined backwards to allow the 
user more freedom to move. 

 ANATOMIC: SOLLiEVATI moves up and down 
gently and slowly reproducing the natural movement 
of our body.

 NOISELESS: Thanks to two lifting silent 
actuators, self-lubricating axle-bearings, sound-
proofing carter coating, the SOLLiEVATI lift offers 
noiseless operation.

 CLEAN: Particular attention has been paid to 
the design of SOLLiEVATI. It is not only very nice 
but it is also very easy to keep clean, thanks to its 
smooth, clear surfaces. In addition, the coating is 
painted with special high-temperature scratchproof 
paint.

 EASY: No need of masonry work, installed in 
just 1 hour. Fits almost any type of toilet.

 COMPLETE: Arms (standard supply) are 
ergonomically shaped to guarantee the highest 
comfort and confidence to the user.  

SOLLiEVATI is a toilet lift designed for elderly people and 
for anyone suffering from limited mobility due to diseases or 
injuries. It can help eliminate some of the stress and strain 
on the joints when the user goes from sitting to standing.

The user, standing in upright position  and simply leaning 
on the toilet seat, is gently lowered and then raised, 
effortlessly, safely, independently, while always keeping 
his feet on the ground.
SOLLiEVATI can really help these people to retain their 
autonomy in the bathroom safely and comfortably. 

It reduces or even eliminates the need 
to be assisted by auxiliary personnel.

MAIN FEATURES 



 USER FRIENDLY: Up-down controls consist of two light buttons 
that can be easily operated while still holding the arm. Up-down control 
buttons can be on either the right or the left arm, according to user’s 
request. 

 SAFE: On the arm supplied with up-down control buttons, you can 
also find the on-off button. Also this button is light to guarantee the 
highest safety.    

SOLLiEVATI has been designed and manufactured by a company active for 40 years in the production of 
electromedical devices. It is an Italian patent, creation and production.

SILVER: BATTERY POWER 
It works by means of a lithium-ion battery that guarantees a very 
long endurance (50 to 80 cycles according to user’s weight); it 
takes about 3 hours to recharge the battery. It is supplied with two 
batteries thus allowing continuous operation. 

The battery replacement is very easy and fast (see picture on the 
left); this operation only takes a few seconds.  

.....................................

GOLD: ELECTRIC WIRE
Supplied by mains current 230 v. This type is suitable for users who 
do not want to worry about battery charging.

N. ARTICLE CODE DESCRIPTION

3 BA SLVTKITP Extension feet kit for SOLLiEVATI - 4 pcs  

4 BA SLVTCOP Toilet seat cover for SOLLiEVATI

N. ARTICLE CODE DESCRIPTION

1 BA SLVT SILVER SOLLiEVATI WC lift - battery version

2 BA SLVT GOLD SOLLiEVATI WC lift - electric version

4

3

THE SOLLIEVATI TOILET LIFT IS AVAILABLE IN 2 DIFFERENT TYPES: 

SOLLIEVATI is CE marked as a Medical Devices, accordingly to the latest MDR 2017/745 regulation.

OPTIONAL for SOLLiEVATI WC lift

Feet kit
Extension feet kit, to increase the lift height up to 8 cm.
They also allow use on disabled toilets (with increased height).

Cover 
Toilet seat cover.



• What happens if the battery runs out?
 Sollievati comes with two batteries, so while one works, the other can be recharged.
 
• How do I know when the battery is running low?
  When the battery is at 20% remaining charge, the LED on the armrest starts flashing.

• What maintenance does this aid require?
  Sollievati is designed to be easily cleaned and should be cleaned like any other sanitary ware  
  in the bathroom. Do not use aggressive, abrasive products and solvents such as bleach and  
  hydrochloric acid to clean the lift. Do not use alcohol to clean the seat.
  Clean and disinfect only by wiping and not by spraying or using steam. Wipe clean surfaces with  
  a soft cloth. The frequency of cleaning depends on the frequency of use.

• What heights must WCs have for the use of SOLLIEVATI?
  The height of the toilet is between 38 and 44,5 cm. If the toilet is higher than 44,5 cm it is possible to
  install the device using the Kit feet (optional) for the extension of the height of the device.

• How quickly do the batteries recharge? How many lifts can you do with a charged battery?
  Approximately 3.5 hours using the included power supply. About 30-50 lifts.

• How do I know if it fits on my WC?                          
  Just look at the sheet illustrating the technical characteristics required to position SOLLiEVATI.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Allmobility Trading srl - via G. Balla, 4 - 42124 Reggio Emilia
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FA
Q

external width: 
62 cm

internal width: 

40 cm

seat width: 
40 cm

Depth: 5
6 cm
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* on request, feet extension 
   up to 8 cm are available

maximum 
user weight

150 kg
weight
34.4 kg


